Dandelion flower is used to detoxicate heavy metals

from blood and help liver, kidney and lungs function more
effective.

Selenium help detoxicate mercury, arsenic, cadmium,
silver, lead and zinc.

Zinc help detoxicate mercury, lead, aluminium, arsenic,
antimony and other heavy metals.

Chromium help in carbohydrate metabolism and
reduce the chance of sugar destroy blood vessels.
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Heavy metals or metals has a specific gravity 4 times as
water has, they are including with tin, zinc, copper, lead,
arsenic, mercury, iron, nickel, cadmium and chromium which
have slow dissolving rate that makes them has long-last
existence in our body. Although, some of them could
potentially benefit our health, some of them are toxic and
could be potentially harmful.
Some metals are used widely in medical profession ,as such
Chromium which help our body to utilize Insulin, benefit
those patients with diabetes. Regarding maintain healthy life,
some substances that are categorized as heavy metals are
needed in low dose, however in medical profession “trace
element” are used to replace the word “heavy metals” or “70
kinds of minerals”. Heavy metals in medical term normally
refer to substances that are toxic toward our body.
Heavy metals are usually contaminated in surrounding
environment and could be in food production, and farm. We
possess heavy metals through, drinking, consuming, breathing
and touching. When absorbed into the body it causes both
short-term effects and long-term effects depending on the
amount of consumption. Normally, we possess a particular
level of heavy metals all the time depending on our lifestyle.
The symptoms of having high level of heavy metals could be
described as dizziness, weakness, tiredness, muscle aches
and constipation.

Low level of heavy metals even though it is not threaten our
body but it is still harmful in various way because these metals
would interfere the minerals utilizing process in our body.
Normally, the minerals would accelerate the processes of
system in human body, as such generating energy and
producing hormones. With the interfering from heavy metals
it could slow down the system, furthermore accumulation of
heavy metals could lead to cancer in long run which is why
removing heavy metals from the body is necessary.

Oral Chelation is an act of consuming some substances
in order to remove heavy metals from the body. These substances
are alpha lipoic acid, daltonium, selenium and zinc.

Alpha lipoic acid is an effective antioxidant which

its molecules could easily be dissolved in both water and oil
which make it easier be absorbed through brain cortex and
cells wall. Alpha Lipoic acid is considered as a Chelating
Agent that is highly effective in catching heavy metals
especially Mercury, but it is also capable of removing other
heavy metals ,such as arsenic, copper, cadmium, zinc, lead,
excess iron and excess calcium. Moreover, it benefit liver
because in the molecule level of alpha lipoic acid it contains
two Sulphur and capable of removing toxic in various places,
it removes heavy metals in the blood vessels in liver, preventing
toxins from entering liver.

Alpha lipoic acid is also a cofactor in cell respiration

in mitochondria which produce energy for cells. It increases
level of vitamin E,C and glutathione in blood. In medical term,
alpha lipoic acid is used in patients with diabetes, heart and
vessel diseases.

